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Is someone stepping out during spring break? According to
UsMagazine.com,  Miley  Cyrus’  celebrity  love  Patrick
Schwarzenegger  was  recently  spotted  getting  cozy  with  a
mystery girl on his college spring break trip to Cabo San
Lucas,  Mexico.  Up  until  this  point,  the  celebrity
relationship has seemed picture perfect to the public eye,
and  Schwarzenegger  was  quick  to  defend  the  pictures  made
public. The University of Southern California student took to
Twitter,  stating,  “Omg.  It’s  one  of  my  best  friends
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girlfriend…” The pictures show him arm-in-arm with the Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority member, taking body shots off of her and
some other touchy-feely moments. There has been no comment
from  the  Miley  Cyrus  camp  in  regards  to  latest  celebrity
gossip.

Celebrity love can get sticky when
the  paparazzi  capture  infidelity.
What  are  some  signs  that  your
partner is being unfaithful?

Cupid’s Advice:

When it comes to infidelity there isn’t always hard and fast
evidence to back up the cheating. But Cupid wants you to be
aware of the signs of a partner who might be looking elsewhere
for love:

1. Random schedule changes: Is your partner coming home a lot
later or leaving suddenly with vague explanations? This could
be  a  sign  that  they  are  meeting  someone  else  or  up  to
something  suspicious.  Don’t  be  afraid  to  have  honest
conversations if you are feeling confused by these changes,
communication is key to trust.

Related:  Miley  Cyrus  and  Patrick  Schwarzenegger  Enjoy
Celebrity  Vacation  in  Hawaii

2. Phone is on lock and key: Do you notice your partner being
extra protective or secretive about their phone? This can be a
big red flag. Affairs can be much harder to track with apps,
messaging tools and numerous outlets for your partner to be in
communication with someone else. Should you hack into your
partner’s phone…absolutely not, but be aware of any changes
they make when it comes to their personal technologies.
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Related:  Miley  Cyrus’  Brother  Is  Dating  Patrick
Schwarzenegger’s  Sister

3. Personality shift: Is your partner having intense mood
swings or becoming cold and distant? Careful here, you might
be looking at a cheater. They might be defensive or angry
towards you for what seems like no reason, but the reality is
that it is stemming from guilt and fear of you finding out.
Again you want to always be in direct communication with your
partner about their feelings and your relationship. If you are
suspicious, call your partner out!

Did you catch an ex cheating? Share some of your warning signs
below!
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